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fNote :- Use of BIS tables and charts are permitted.]

PART ..- A
(Maximum marks : 20)

[Iime; 3 hours

Iot

I Answer a// questions in one or two sontences Fa^r_ ^..^_,. 
Marks

nces. Each question carries 5 marks.
l. Define the terms

(a) Tolerance (b) Fundamental Devration
(c) Basic size (d) upper deviation and Lower deviation2' Indicate the following surface texture characteristics on a surface texh'e symbor.(a) Roughness value (b) production 

method
(c) Sarnpling length (d) Direcfion of Lay
(e) Machiniag allowance

3' Sketch the syrnbors used for the incrication of direction of lay.
(a) parallel to the plane of prgecrion of view
(b) perpendicular to the plane of projection of view
(c) crossed'in trvo srant direction relative to the plane of projection of view(d) Multidirectional

(e) Approximately radiat to the centre of the surface.

4' List any five process charts used in connection with a manufach'ing process.

(4x-5=20)
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PART ,-_ B

(Maximum marks : 30)

Answer any two of the iottowing questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

1. A stud bolt is shown in fig. is to be produced in a workshop. Prepare
an operation process chart incorporating the following details.

Marks

Part name

Part No.
Drawing No.

Equrpment

Material

Specification

Qty required

Stud bolt
930001 088

sB 00234 09

Drill Jig

Steel

IS 676 PART-3

50 Nos.

2.

J.

Also mention the details like departments, machines, tools, gauges,
measurements, weight per piece, total no. of operations, set up time,
operation time etc. Take density of steel as Sgm/cc.

A medium force fit on a 50 rnrn shaft requires a hole tolerance of 0.0025mm
ard a draft tolerance of 0.0025mm and a minimurn interferenc€ of 0.0004mrrr.
compute the hole and shaft dimensions with the hole basic standard. Also
mar* the interference schanatically.

Two views of a slotted nut is'*rown in fig. The following dimensions
may be taken dl :2ltrrrrn, d2:36.6, d3 : 36 and h : 12. The nut is to. be

manufacttned to the following geometical tolerances.

M€.tAL END pse,r<{nouN0) NUT END

l(NUR!
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(a)

(b)

a

Marks
End face of the nut are parallel with a geometrical tolerance of 0.02mm.

The datum axis of the nut to which the tolerance frame is connected,
should be contained in a cylindrical zone of diameter 0.2mm co-axial
with the datum.

Both the end fbces df the nut should be perpendicular to its axis with a
(2x15=30)

(c)

geometrical tolerance of 0.02mm.

PART - C

(Maximum marks : 50)

m Answer arry one from the following questions. Each question carries 50 marks.

1. Two shafts are to be connected by means of a sleeve and cotter joint.
Prepare a production drawing of the cotter joint shown ir fig.
the following informafion.

(a) Shaft ends and sleeve are to be made with an easy running fit.
(b) The cotter pin is to be fixed in the sleeve and shaft with a sliding fit.

(c) The mating ends of the shafts are to be manufactured with a parallelism

tolerance of 0.03mm.

(d) The inside surface of sleeve and cylindrical surface of the shafts are to be
manufacfured with a co-axial tolerance of 0.03mm.

(e) The mating ends of the shafts are to be perpendicular with the axis to a
tolerance value of O.Mmm.

(0 All the mating surfaces are to be finished with a roughness value of
3.2 mic.rons.

(g) All the other surfaces are to be finished with a roughness value of
6.3 microns.

On

ITEM UST
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2.

A

An assembly drawing of the crank is shown in fig. The forged steel crank

shaft whose end is to be machined to fit into the crank. Prepare a shop floor

drawing for the production, rncorporating the following information which are

also required.

(a) Crark shaft end is assembled.'n *:-* wrrh ligirt keying fit'

I r,ffi:I,l*::*l'ffi-"# the big end orthe connectrns rd

(d) A parallelism tolerance of 0'03mm is allowed between the oiis of the

, n il: 5ff '::'*:: ::::,.i:"''il:f*,1*: tT:?,ilil"*:t:: .
3.2 microns and all the rernallung surl4ue) @v !v *- - 

(1 x50=50)

rouglrness value of 6'2 mlcrons'
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